DETAIL-A
HIGH POWER MALE D
VIEW: WIRING SIDE
#22 GRN/YEL
#24 BRN
#24 BLK
MOTOR PHASE A
A1
#24 RED
#24 ORN
A2
MOTOR PHASE B
A3
#24 BLU
#24 VIO
MOTOR PHASE C
FRAME GROUND
A4
#24 YEL
#24 GRN
1 SHIELD
#24 BLK
#24 GRN
#24 YEL
#24 VIO
#24 BLU
#24 ORN
#24 RED
#24 BRN
#22 GRN/YEL
DETAIL-B
HIGH POWER FEMALE D
VIEW: WIRING SIDE
CABLE FAC8434 GORE 8COND 24AWG SHIELDED (ECX00569)
DETAIL-C
METALIZED PLASTIC COVER
WITH PIN 1 & SHIELD TIED TOGETHER.
SHIELD TERMINATION WITH METALIZED PLASTIC COVERS
CABLE WRAP LABEL: EIA00113
CABLE WRAP LABEL: EIA00113
LABEL 1
LABEL 2
(1) CONN. HI-PWR"D" DBMM9W4P (ECK00658)
(5) PIN CONTACT: #DM53745-7 (ECK00660)
(1) DB25 BACK SHELL (ECK00656)
(1) CONN. HI-PWR"D":DBMM9W4S (ECK00657)
(4) SOCKET CONTACT: #DM53744-6 (ECK00659)
(1) DB25 BACK SHELL (ECK00656)
(1) JACKSOCKET KIT (ECK00129)